Job Specification
PHP Developer
RJS-PD : 01

Location: Sheffield
Salary: £25,000 - £35,000
Immediate start (subject to any notice period)
Closing date for applications: 31 January 2020
APPLICATIONS ASSESSED ON RECEIPT
APPLICATION WINDOW MAY CLOSE EARLY IF ROLE FILLED

To apply, please send your CV and a covering letter or email to:
applications@pure-energi.com

Date
30/12/2019

www.pure-energi.com

Job Specification : PHP Developer

The Role
This is an exciting new position for a PHP Developer who is looking to enhance their skills and be
deeply involved in active programming and software development. With a long-term programme of
continual improvement, you will be working as part of a small team that provides services used by
many of the world’s largest organisations.
Supported by experts with over 25 years’ experience of delivering enterprise systems, you will be
deeply involved in both the design and development of the projects you're working on and your
thoughts and inputs will be heavily valued.
There will be many opportunities, some which we may offer, some which you may identify yourself.
Your role is to make the most of them.

You
If you're good at PHP and have some of the required skills (or want to learn them), and if you don't
like dull work or being told when or how to work, then get in touch.
If you like finding new ways to do things, fully understanding objectives, solving challenges quickly,
and being surprisingly brilliant at the unexpected, then you will fit right in.
Enthusiasm, potential, and the right attitude are more important than experience.

Skills










Willingness to learn - required
Eye for detail - required
Something interesting - required
PHP - required

Laravel - desired
PostgreSQL - desired
APIs - desired
HTML, CSS, JavaScript - desired

The Company
At the forefront of our industry, Pure Energi’s core product line includes registry systems that
underpin renewable energy certification and trade in over 30 countries. With users from over 150
organisations, including some of the world’s leading brands, our continual challenge is to remain
robust and secure whilst at the same time delivering a service that can rapidly respond to changing
demands. Activity growth rates over the past five years have exceeded 100% per year. With future
demand closely aligned to increasing climate change action amongst major corporates and their
supply chains, we have a long-term programme of frequent major service upgrades.
You will be joining a very relaxed and friendly team of passionate people who are able to learn from
one another. With the main service and development team based in Sheffield, we work closely with
our administration and regulation team in the Netherlands. We provide excellent initial and ongoing
training and invest a great deal into personal development, with opportunities for career
progression and engaging projects a key part of our responsibility to you.

Package Description






Great salary with bonus potential, pension, and personal training budget
Flexible working (hours and location, with working from home options)
Flexible holiday allowance
Travel opportunities (office in the Netherlands, global developer partners)
Opportunities to be involved in joint ventures with equity
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